APPLICATION
FORM
Name:
Phone Number:
Email:
Any Additional Emails:
Installation/Service Start Date:
Service End Date:
Paddock Location:
Crop Type:
Irrigation Type:
Signed:

IRRI-LOGIC TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1) Damage
i) If equipment is damaged, lost, or incomplete during
the period it is on your property, the Customer shall
be liable for the repair of or replacement of the damaged or missing item.
ii) If prevention of the removal of any equipment is
made by the Customer, Carrfields may, at its sole discretion, invoice the Customer for the full replacement
cost of the equipment including freight.
2) General/ Liabilities
i) The Customer must determine whether the irri-logic
service is fit and suitable for the purposes for which
they require it.
ii) Carrfields’ irri-logic service is not an agronomic advice
service and any other agricultural advice provided by
Carrfields should only be regarded by the Customer
as recommendations.
iii) Any decisions in relation to the Customer’s property
and/or crops, is the Customer’s sole responsibility,
and Carrfields will not be liable for losses suffered or

incurred by the Customer because of such decisions.
iv) Carrfields will not, under any circumstances, be liable
for any costs, expenses, damages, or loss of profits
incurred by the Customer.
v) Any weather forecasting data provided by Carrfields
to the Customer, is only a prediction and is subject to
change.
3) Payment and Cancellation
i) The Customer will be invoiced a month in advance for
the irri-logic service and if payment is not paid within
seven days, then Carrfields has the right to stop the
service effective immediately.
ii) Carrfields has the right to terminate the irri-logic subscription at any given time, at its sole discretion.
iii) If the Customer wishes to terminate their subscription for the irri-logic service early, they must provide
Carrfields with at least seven days prior notice.
iv) If the irri-logic subscription is terminated early, the
irri-logic service will continue until the end of the paid
month.

